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Federalist No. 10 (). Written by James Madison, this essay defended the form was exactly the great number of factions
and diversity that would avoid tyranny. But it could not be less folly to abolish liberty, which is essential to political life, .
The two great points of difference between a democracy and a republic are.

He argued in his "Notes on Confederacy," in his Convention speeches, and again in Federalist 10 that if an
extended republic was set up including a multiplicity of economic, geographic, social, religious, and sectional
interests, these interests, by checking each other, would prevent American society from being divided into the
clashing armies of the rich and the poor. Like Lee, Henry took exception to the new federal plan in which only
a tiny number of representatives from each state would be allowed in Congress, allegedly as direct
representatives of the people. Yet the parties are, and must be, themselves the judges; and the most numerous
party, or, in other words, the most powerful faction must be expected to prevail. The smaller the society, the
fewer probably will be the distinct parties and interests composing it; the fewer the distinct parties and
interests, the more frequently will a majority be found of the same party; and the smaller the number of
individuals composing a majority, and the smaller the compass within which they are placed, the more easily
will they concert and execute their plans of oppression. No man is allowed to be a judge in his own cause,
because his interest would certainly bias his judgment, and, not improbably, corrupt his integrity. Indeed,
many of the Founding Fathers â€” especially among the Anti-Federalists, openly described themselves as
being in favor of "democracy" and "the democratical spirit. Does it, in fine, consist in the greater obstacles
opposed to the concert and accomplishment of the secret wishes of an unjust and interested majority? In a
small republic, it would also be easier for the candidates to fool the voters but more difficult in a large one.
These must be chiefly, if not wholly, effects of the unsteadiness and injustice with which a factious spirit has
tainted our public administrations. The apportionment of taxes on the various descriptions of property is an act
which seems to require the most exact impartiality; yet there is, perhaps, no legislative act in which greater
opportunity and temptation are given to a predominant party to trample on the rules of justice. Madison's first
full statement of this hypothesis appeared in his "Notes on the Confederacy" written in April , eight months
before the final version of it was published as the tenth Federalist. When a majority is included in a faction,
the form of popular government, on the other hand, enables it to sacrifice to its ruling passion or interest both
the public good and the rights of other citizens. But Madison's greatness as a statesmen rests in part on his
ability to set his limited personal experience in the context of the experience of men in other ages and times,
thus giving extra insight to his political formulations. As the historian Sean Wilentz has noted, the great
movements for constitutional and social change in the 19th centuryâ€”from the abolition of slavery to the
Progressive movementâ€”were the product of strong and diverse political parties. Extend the sphere, and you
take in a greater variety of parties and interests; you make it less probable that a majority of the whole will
have a common motive to invade the rights of other citizens; or if such a common motive exists, it will be
more difficult for all who feel it to discover their own strength, and to act in unison with each other. The
principal questions before the convention became whether the states should remain sovereign, whether
sovereignty should be transferred to the national government, or whether a settlement should rest somewhere
in between. Rather than adopting the repressive 'cure' for faction that the majority today endorses, the Framers
armed individual citizens with a remedy". Groups would be forced to negotiate and compromise among
themselves, arriving at solutions that would respect the rights of minorities. The moderating effects of parties
were undermined by a series of populist reforms, including the direct election of senators, the popular-ballot
initiative, and direct primaries in presidential elections, which became widespread in the s. Starting with the
proposition that "in republican Government, the majority, however, composed, ultimately give the law,"
Madison then asks what is to restrain an interested majority from unjust violations of the minority's rights?
The popular press of the 18th and early 19th centuries was highly partisanâ€”the National Gazette, where
Madison himself published his thoughts on the media, was, since its founding in , an organ of the
Democratic-Republican Party and often viciously attacked the Federalists. So strong is this propensity of
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mankind to fall into mutual animosities, that where no substantial occasion presents itself, the most frivolous
and fanciful distinctions have been sufficient to kindle their unfriendly passions and excite their most violent
conflicts. But the great security against a gradual concentration of the several powers in the same department,
consists in giving to those who administer each department the necessary constitutional means and personal
motives to resist encroachments of the others. Theoretic politicians, who have patronized this species of
government, have erroneously supposed that by reducing mankind to a perfect equality in their political rights,
they would, at the same time, be perfectly equalized and assimilated in their possessions, their opinions, and
their passions. The degree of security in both cases will depend on the number of interests and sects; and this
may be presumed to depend on the extent of country and number of people comprehended under the same
government. In this view, Shays' Rebellion , an armed uprising in Massachusetts in , was simply one, albeit
extreme, example of "democratic excess" in the aftermath of the War. Does the advantage consist in the
substitution of representatives whose enlightened views and virtuous sentiments render them superior to local
prejudices and schemes of injustice? He makes an argument on how this is not possible in a pure democracy
but possible in a republic. Unlike Madison, Henry and Lee appreciated the value of more locally-controlled
governments which afforded easy access to representatives, and more democratic forms of representation.


